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Champion Engineer Program
Morphun is proud to announce and offer your customers who buy our sets a chance to win one or more of our Morphun
Engineer Awards if they buy the right sets and enter our competition. Full details of this can be supplied on request.
To get started they need for example just our new 42900 Young Engineer Set. To earn the Morphun Engineer awards
they need to complete the required models on the enclosed instruction sheets and cut and paste them into a special
website for brief checking. They can win the Starter award, the Junior award and/or the Advanced award. All award winners
could also win a Champion Engineer award and a prize of a 50% discount voucher for another set, or a FREE set (provided
by you). To enter the Champion level they should submit you a short video of them making and playing with their own
creations. Great for your Facebook site. The Champion Team award is for a group of engineers (all under 10 years please)
who work together to win one of the three normal awards but also make and photo and video something amazing they
have made as a team. Awards look like this below. The certificates are signed by our Chief Designer and founder
Colin Simonds and supplied to you as High Res Pdfs.

The tasks are similar for each award but get harder at each level. They must complete the required number of models as below
using the instructions in the set, add their own creations, take photos of each model, and upload the photos to the website
address provided in the set or noted on our website http://morphun.com/morphun-distributors/ under your name or country.
For each level the number of models they must make is:

Starter 6 models, including 2 of their own design.
Junior 8 models, including minimum 3 of your their design.
Advanced 10 models, including minimum 4 of their own design.

HOW TO ENTER THE CHAMPION ENGINEER PROGRAM
First, every entry should join our site at
https://www.youtube.com/c/morphun and watch
the ‘How to Join’ pieces playlist and the Gearphun playlist and see how to make models and get
some ideas. Then, one model must be made and photographed from at least 3 different instructions.
All award winner designs and videos are automatically entered for your Champion awards if they
have agreed that on the entry form. These photos and videos will just be dropped into the blank
spaces on your website section that we will provide as a bolt on. They will get when they enter the
instructions about this and a personal code for their entry. To have a chance to win a Champion
award such as FREE or half price sets, they will agree that we and you can use photos of them and
their creations in our and your Champions gallery, Facebook and other sites. They will enter on
the ‘Champion Engineer Program Consent Application Form’, take a photo (it looks like this here)
and load it to the website and fill out a short form.
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